FIVE WINNING WORDS FOR ENTRY-LEVEL JOB SEEKERS
GIVE YOUR RESUME A BOOST
By Sean Weinberg, The Experience Blog
To help your transition from college into the workforce, we found this information from the
RezScore team to determine the five best words college kids should include in their resume. It
turned out to be a confusing subject. Innumerable “experts” push their own secret blend of
flashy adverbs and action verbs while a handful of other “experts” caution against using the
same said buzzwords. It made us dizzy. So we at RezScore did what we always do when we
face a tough situation: We SCIENCED it.
5. Fluent (62.5% boost)
Nowadays, America’s business is the world’s business. Some languages may be more
important than others in the workplace, but mastering any foreign language is a good way for
you as a college student to position yourself as a member of global workforce.
4. Honors (66.7% boost)
Many college experiences are irrelevant to the fast changing job market, but pursuing and
achieving recognition among your peers is desirable in any context. Always mention any
accolades you received or honors classes you took.
3. Led (71.4% boost)
Even though few entry level jobs involve directly managing people, employers like to hire
students they believe can grow into management positions. Make sure your resume
demonstrates you can handle authority capably.
2. Achievement (71.5% boost)
Are you sensing a pattern among the last three words? Our algorithm clearly did. ”Honors”,
“Leadership”, and “Achievements” are three fairly generic yet strong words you can use to make
you appear… how might Mr. Sheen put it… tri-winning?
1. Dean’s List (85.7% boost)
If you spent your entire college tenure diligently maintaining an excellent GPA, then you’ve
demonstrated the ability to maintain a high level of performance over a long timeframe. You’re
what every employer wants.

